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__________________________________________________________ 

[This review appeared in the international journal  Brass Band World in the UK 

and overseas.] 

his fascinating and well-written biography is a great read for musicians, 

particularly brass players. It has all the right ingredients: fascinating subject, 

entertaining anecdotes, excellent writing and the full cooperation the subject. 

The quotes and stories from Morrison, his family, colleagues and friends are a key 

factor. 

 

James Morrison on trombone: a player on a different level… PHOTO CREDIT STEVE 

ROBERTSON 

James Morrison is often aptly referred to as a wizard of a musician, magical in his 

abilities. He is equally at home in a European jazz festival, on the symphonic stage 

and, not least, the brass band concert hall.  I, an Australian, fulfilled a lifetime dream  

__________________________________________________________ 

*Ken Thompson is an educational psychologist and academic. He was also an 

enthusiastic amateur trumpet/cornet player for many years. 
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when I attended a Black Dyke concert in London. The event’s guests included African 

music performers and Morrison himself. The opening numbers from the band were 

thrilling and the Africans completely absorbing but then Morrison came on to the 

stage and took the evening to a new dimension. As he demonstrated his virtuosity on 

trumpet and trombone, his skills on piano and his ability to alternate between them, 

the admiring looks from the Black Dyke players cemented the feeling that this was a 

truly great brass performer; a player on a different level. 

Collins’ book takes us through Morrison’s musical life, from before the beginning to 

now. He tells many fascinating anecdotes that reveal so much of the essence of this 

musician. It is an amazing, fascinating and engaging life story. Collins is a witty 

writer who delights in the humour of some Morrison adventures like his early 

sartorial disasters, the failure of his instruments to turn up for a gig, his unlikely 

scholastic episodes, his ‘poor’ practice habits and much more. Some related aspects 

of his life, such as his flying, abseiling, triathlon-running - not to mention his 

courtship and marriage to ‘Miss Australia’ - add colour and texture to the story. 

 

Maynard Ferguson: on any measure Morrison compares well with him… 

PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN 

Morrison is a superb musician who is not bound or limited by conventions. He plays 

a variety of instruments to world class levels. Collins compares and contrasts 

Morrison with the likes of the great Wynton Marsalis. I would also think of Morrison 

in similar terms to Maynard Ferguson; both play multi brass and wind instruments, 

both have an amazing range and technique on trumpet, both have strong but not 
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evangelical spiritual beliefs. Adolph Herseth once named Ferguson as the greatest 

trumpet player of all. On any measure Morrison compares well. 

 Like Marsalis and Ferguson, Morrison has a deep commitment to educating young 

musicians. Collins, himself a music educator, tells us of the Morrison’s prolific work 

with young musicians. He runs Australia’s foremost school big band competition and 

has just opened his own tertiary institution for young players. My impression is that 

education will play an increasingly important part in Morrison’s career as time goes 

by. 

 

Morrison: he has long belonged on the stage with musical greats from the jazz, 

entertainment, and brass band worlds….PHOTOGRAPHER UNKNOWN 

In the meantime, all the evidence indicates that Morrison is a very significant and 

singular musical figure. He has long belonged on the stage with musical greats from 

the jazz, entertainment, and brass band worlds. How this all developed is the journey 

Collins takes us on in this thoroughly enjoyable and informative book. Collins’ 

research has been exhaustive and his writing skills make the story very accessible 

and entertaining. It’s a book I can recommend to every musician, brass player or not.  


